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	Title: Safe School
	School: Alta Vista Charter School Lamar
	Sponsor: Marah Brase
	Abstract:  School shootings are becoming more and more common across America. Schools cannot provide bulletproof attire for students. I wanted to see which typical school supply would be the best to defend students from a bullet. My results were that the 2 large textbooks stopped a bullet. The bullet only penetrated 1.625 inches into the textbooks. The empty backpack and backpack with the laptop both had the bullet pass completely through and passed through 5 inches of the ballistics gel.  This helps by letting any student around the world know that carrying at least 2 of your larger textbooks isn't a bad idea. My hypothesis was the books would at least slow the bullet down a little. I was correct considering it stopped it. I put each of my items in a school bag and had an adult shoot at them from the same distances. Out of an empty bag, a computer, and books, the only one that could stop a bullet was the books. This matters because school shootings have been happening a lot more recently, so I decided it would be helpful to know what common school item would be most likely to stop a bullet.
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